The space-VLBI mission VSOP provides high quality imaging capabilities to investigate fine structures in quasar jets. We report the first epoch VSOP observation of the superluminal quasar 3C 380 at λ6 cm. A high-quality image with a dynamic range of 1:1200 at a resolution of 0.74 × 0.36 mas reveals precise structure along the pc-scale jet. Components C2, A, and F, are identified with those in previous ground-VLBI observations and apparent superluminal motion is confirmed. We find a very straight motion with a constant apparent velocity for components A and F. Each motion vector is almost parallel to each position vector. This suggests a ballistic ejection from the core. In spite of better position accuracy than previous ground VLBI observations, we cannot confirm any evidence of acceleration or changes of the position angle which were reported in Polatidis, Wilkinson (1998) . The bent jet structure is confirmed to keep the similarity and direction with those in previous images, suggesting an oblique shock in the relativistic flow rather than the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.
Introduction
A relativistic jet associated with active galactic nuclei (AGNs) is one of the most spectacular phenomena in the universe. They provide fundamental interests: how can jet get accelerated to a speed approaching to the speed of light, and does apparent motion of knots in AGN jets imply bulk motion or shock propagation? To clarify the nature of relativistic jets, kinematic analysis based on high-quality images with a sufficient resolution is important.
The quasar 3C 380 (1828+487) is one of the most powerful radio sources at redshift z = 0.692. If we assume the Hubble constant H 0 = 75 km s −1 Mpc −1 , 1 mas (milli arcsec) corresponds to 6 pc. This object is classified as a compact steep-spectrum (CSS) source, with an overall size of 10 kpc and a steep spectrum α = d log Sν d log ν = −0.7 (Fanti et al. 1990 ). Wilkinson et al. (1984) revealed a kpc-scale structure consisting of a jet in p.a.= 308
• , a complex of knots at 1 at the end of the jet, and an arc with the extent of ∼ 8 . The complex of knots includes a hot spot at 0.73 from the core, which can be seen at optical wavelength, showing a synchrotron spectrum with α = −0.97 (O'Dea et al. 1999) . Wilkinson et al. (1991) found a superluminal motion of µ = 0.36 ± 0.09 mas yr −1 or β app = 10.5 ± 2.7 in 100-pc-scale jet.
They also detected the depolarization anisotropy, indicating larger Faraday depth towards the counter-jet side, and then concluded that this object is a Fanaroff-Riley class II source (Fanaroff, Riley 1974 ) seen approximately end-on. Kameno et al. (1995) measured a millimeter-wave spectrum and derived a spectral index between 22 and 92 GHz α 92 22 = −0.53. Detailed jet structures and kinematics in pc-scale have been studied by extensive multi-epoch VLBI observations (Polatidis, Wilkinson 1998; hereafter PW98) . The jet shows a bent structure in 100-pc scale. Several knots are identified along the jet. PW98 have monitored a motion of the knot component A, which locates at ∼ 50 pc from the core, and measured an apparent superluminal motion of β app = 5.9 ± 0.7. They found that component A curved along the bending jet and its apparent speed changed β app = 2 to 10, so that they mentioned the intersection of oblique shocks.
This idea suggests an astrophysical interest: 3C 380 can be a good probe to investigate an interaction between a relativistic jet and the ambient gas. Taylor (1998) performed a VLBI polarimetry and displayed magnetic fields along the jet. He found that the core is weakly polarized, while the polarization degree increases downstream and reaches at a maximum of 13% at component A. The core component shows a convex spectrum peaked at ∼ 10 GHz, which implies a synchrotron self-absorption at a frequency below the peak (Kameno et al. 1995) .
This object provides us interests related to kinematics and geometry of relativistic jets. First, several distinct knots allow us to measure their apparent motions by multi-epoch observations with less chance to misidentify. Component A, for instance, has been clearly identified since 1982, as reviewed above. Second, the small viewing angle of the jet magnifies small changes of jet motion. This effect allows us to investigate kinematics of jet such as acceleration, deceleration, or curving motions, if any, accurately. Third, the bending structure of the jet could be a key to understand the properties of the jet.
It may demonstrate the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability as a result of interaction between the relativistic flow and external materials, as stated by PW98. To clarify these processes, the space-VLBI system is the best device to provide a sufficient image quality and resolution. In this paper, we present the first epoch VSOP ) observation at λ6 cm concentrated on kinematics of the pc-scale jet. We have also observed 3C 380 at λ18 cm to investigate the distribution of spectral index which will be reported elsewhere.
Observations
Our VSOP observation at λ6 cm (4816 MHz) was carried out on July 4, 1998. We used two baseband converters with a 16-MHz bandwidth. The synthesized VLBI array consisted of a spacecraft and eleven ground radio telescopes. The spacecraft HALCA were detected in all valid visibilities with signal-to-noise ratios > 10 for 3-minute coherent integration.
The distribution of visibilities in the spatial frequency domain (uv coverage) is shown in figure 1 . Figure 2 shows visibility amplitudes and phases as a function of uv distance (
We produced synthesized images using Difmap (Shepherd 1997 
Results

Image performance
In the four steps, we obtain four images with a different resolution. These images are shown in figure 3 to demonstrate relation between kpc-and pc-scale structures. Figure 4 shows the final image.
It attributes to a high dynamic range of 1:1200 (ratio between r.m.s. noise level and peak brightness), which allow us to identify components in the jet. We also try equal weighting to enhance the resolution 
Identification of components
In figure 3a with the lowest resolution, the knot at 750 mas from the brightest peak is identified with the "knot 1" detected with the VLA and the Hubble space telescope by O'Dea et al. (1999) . We identify components C, C1, C2, A, and F, which are labeled by PW98. Components B, D, and E in PW98 seem to be amorphous in our high-resolution image. In our image, we confirm that the jet bends at A, as reported by PW98. While the ridge is fuzzy in ∼ 7 mas from component A, it converges within a narrow neck at 10 mas from A (see figure 4 ). The average direction from A to the neck points to p.a.= 277
• .
We measure position of these components relative to the core component C, by applying Gaussian fit using IMFIT in AIPS. The results are listed in table 2. After we measure positions of the identified components relative to the core, we compare them with those measured by PW98. Observations by Taylor (1998) at 15 GHz in 1997.07 also help for the identification, however we do not include their results in later calculation of proper motion because of the different frequency and lack of errors in their position measurements.
Since components F and A are clearly separated from others, we estimate the apparent velocity by using all measurements by PW98 and our results. The distance of A from the core is 9.22 ± 0.05 mas in 1998.5, as expected from an extrapolation using PW98 and Taylor (1998) . Component F appears at 22.17 ± 0.05 mas from the core, where it is expected to be, too.
Component C2 is clearly distinguishable from other components in our image, however, identification for components C, C1, and C2 includes ambiguities. Though PW98 distinguished C1 from C2 at λ1.3 cm, they labeled C12 as a merger of C1 and C2 at λ6 cm. Insufficient resolutions at λ6 cm in PW98 could result in smeared position accuracy for C2. Therefore, we estimate the apparent velocity of C2 by using only λ1.3 cm by PW98 and our results. Its distance of 3.0 mas at 15 GHz in 1997.07 (Taylor 1998) locates close to our result at 3.15 ± 0.05 mas.
By the same reason, we use only λ1.3 cm by PW98 and our results for C1. While PW98 and we measured the separation of 0.23 mas in 1990.8 and 0.46 ± 0.05 mas in 1998.5, respectively, Taylor (1998) reported 1.0 mas in 1997.07 (see figure 6 ). This discrepancy indicates that the identification of C1 is not reliable, probably due to difference of frequencies and the optically-thick spectrum of C1. as mentioned above. The result of C12 is also included for the purpose of comparison.
Discussion
The core
Component C, which is considered to be the core, is resolved in the image with equal visibility weights (figure 5). Visibilities with HALCA allowed us to measure the FWHM size φ of C for the first time, which result in φ maj = 0.70 ± 0.01 mas in p.a.= 340
• and φ min = 0.21 ± 0.01 mas. The major axis close to the jet axis implies that component C is a complex of the nucleus and newly ejected knots. Using the size and flux density S of 659.5 ± 1.3 mJy, we calculate the brightness temperature of the Gaussian model by the formula:
Then, we have T b = (2.4 ± 0.1) × 10 11 K in the observer's frame, or (4.1 ± 0.2) × 10 11 K in the rest frame.
A Doppler factor δ of the core can be estimated using the size and the peak frequency, if we assume energy equipartition between particles and magnetic field (Scott, Readhead 1977 , Readhead 1994 , by following equation:
1.8φ
Here, S m is the peak flux density in Jy at the peak frequency ν m in GHz, and h is a parameter related to the Hubble constant H 0 = 100h km s −1 Mpc −1 . We take h = 0.75. F (α) is a numerical function given by Scott and Readhead (1977) . We multiply φ by 1.8 to adjust for a spherical source (Marscher 1987) . Millimeter-wave observations by Kameno et al. (1995) give α = −0.53, S m = 1.8 ± 0.3 Jy, and ν m = 9.7 ± 0.9 GHz. F (α) = 3.6 for α = −0.53. Then, we have δ = 1.12 ± 0.36.
In many superluminal radio sources, the observed flux densities S ob of AGN jets are amplified by Doppler boosting effect as the following formula (Blandford et al. 1977 )
In case of 3C 380 core, however, δ 1 does not cause amplification of brightness. The bulk Lorentz factor γ can be estimated by the relation
Then we have γ = 1.01
−0.01 , under the condition β app 1. This brief result indicates that the core is non-relativistic. Otherwise, it is far from the equipartition condition. As reviewed by Blandford et al. (1977) ; Pearson, Zensus (1987) , an apparent superluminal motion requires extremely relativistic velocity. The minimum intrinsic velocity β min , the minimum Lorentz factor γ min , and the maximum viewing angle θ max can be obtained by
The pc-scale jet
For component A, we have β min = 0.9895, γ min = 6.86, and θ max = 16.6 • .
Component F shows an extended feature which is extremely resolved in our image. Since both A and F show a ballistic ejection, the apparent opening angle should be the same as the position angle difference between A and F. Although the apparent opening angle of ψ ob = 26.8
• seems large, we state that the small viewing angle of the jet magnifies the opening angle ψ,
Taking θ ≤ 10.3
• , we have a small opening angle ψ ≤ 5.1
• . Even the apparent small differences of the position angles between proper motion and current position are also magnified by projection. For component A, the difference of 4.7
• between the motion and position vectors should be intrinsically < 1.3
• by its viewing angle. In case of component F, the difference of 6.6 • will be < 1.2
• . These facts simply support that components A and F follow a ballistic expansion. We also notice that a small difference of the viewing angle can cause the difference of the apparent velocity of components A and F. If we assume the same intrinsic velocity β = 0.9960 for A and F, the viewing angle should be 1. • (see figure 3 ), but we cannot recognize any changes of the jet direction from p.a.= 258
• . The self-similar evolution of the pattern implies that the bending represents an internal shock which propagates at the speed of knots. Very straight motion of A also suggests that the bending presents an appearance of an oblique shock in the jet, rather than Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. PW98 reported that the jet appears to be bifurcated or edge-brightened in region B in the maps in 1988. 4, 1990.8, and 1993.4 . We find that the bifurcation starts at upstream of component A. Component A locates in the northern stream. The southern stream is separate by ∼ 2 mas from component A. The apparent curve of A reported by PW98 may be due to contamination of the southern stream with a lower resolution.
The apparent velocity of C1 is probably slower than that of C2, A, and F. The difference of the apparent velocity between inner (< 2 mas) and outer jets could indicate that the jet is accelerated in this region, or C1 exhibits a standing shock. The ejection epoch of C1 in table 5 is not reliable because of irregularity in observing frequencies. Behavior of C1 should be monitored by successive VSOP observations.
Connection to the kpc-scale jet
The jet has a straight extension from the core to the component A at ∼ 50 pc in p.a.∼ 330
• . In the low-resolution images (Wilkinson et al. 1984; Wilkinson et al. 1991; ODea et al. 1999) , an extended diffuse emission at ∼ 4 kpc can be seen in p.a. ∼ 330
• . As is shown in VLA images by O'Dea et al.
(1999), we also see another straight ridge in p.a. ∼ 310
• from 60 pc to 6 kpc scale. Opening angle of
∼ 27
• remains even in the kpc-scale jet. This morphology shows that the pc-scale jet straightly connects to the kpc-scale jet, though brightness is not continuous. For the most simple explanation, the jet keeps its ballistic motion from pc-scale (as shown in components A and F) to kpc-scale, while the position angle of each component is different within the opening angle of ∼ 27
• . Again, we emphasize that the apparent opening angle is magnified due to projection.
Conclusions
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